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Figure S1: Manipulations of the input distribution. a. Sample tuning curves for the representation network. The gray dashed line indicates the prior mode. b. Sample tuning curves for the classification network. The green dashed line indicates the prior mode and the classification boundary. c. Two different input priors: the original distribution in light gold, and a sharper prior in dark gold. d. Error as a function of test input angle for a network trained on the original distribution (light gold), and the tightened distribution (dark gold). e. Schematic showing shifting the input distribution for the classification task. The original distribution is shown in light green, and the shifted distribution is shown in dark green; the green dashed line indicates the classification boundary. f. Error as a function of test input angle for a network trained on the original distribution (light green), and the shifted distribution (dark green). The gray dashed line indicates the shifted input distribution mode. Error bars for the original distribution indicate +/- 1 s.e.m. across 20 simulations. g. The gain (L2 norm) of the mean energy as a function of $\sigma^2$.
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